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In this paper, we study the strong convergence of a sequence of uniform
p  q.  e .4L R = R bounded approximate solutions u x, t to the following scalarloc
conservation laws
u q f x , t , u q g x , t , u s 0, x g R, t ) 0, .  .xt
with initial data
u x , 0 s u x g L p R l L2 R , x g R, 1 - p F q`. .  .  .  .0
 .Without the convexity assumption and growth condition at infinity for f x, t, u , we
 « .4prove strong convergence of a subsequence of u x, t . Under a more general
growth condition than those in the previous work, we prove the existence of weak
solution for the equation. The result obtained here generalizes those in earlier
work. Some applications of the results are also given at the end of this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
p  q.We study the strong convergence of a sequence of uniform L R = Rloc
 «  .4bounded approximate solutions u x, t for the following scalar conserva-
tion laws
u q f x , t , u q g x , t , u s 0, x g R, t ) 0, 1.1 .  .  .xt
with initial data
u x , 0 s u x g L p R l L2 R , x g R, 1 - p F q`. 1.2 .  .  .  .  .0
 .  .  .  .  . w xWhen f x, t, u s F u , g x, t, u ' 0, 1.1 and 1.2 were studied in 11 .
The result obtained there is as follows.
q  .THEOREM 1.1. Let V be an open bounded set in R = R , let F u g
2 .C R satisfy the following conditions,
C FY u ) 0 for u g R; .  .1
< < p < <C F u s o u as u ª `, 1.3 .  .  .  .2
< X . <  < < py1.and F u F C 1 q u for some p ) 1.
 «  .4  .  .Suppose u x, t is a sequence of the approximate solutions of 1.1 , 1.2
p .which are uniformly bounded in L V such that
­ ­
« « y1h u x , t q q u x , t g H V 1.4 .  .  .  . .  . loc­ t ­ x
  .  .. 2 2.for e¨ery function pair h u , q u g C R, R which satisfies
qX u s hX u FX u 1.5 .  .  .  .
 . with h u of compact support. Then there exists a subsequence still labeled by
 «  .4.u x, t such that for all 1 F r F p
u« x , t ª u x , t strongly in Lr V . .  .  .
w xThe above result is generalized in 8 to the case when the flux function
 .  .F u does not satisfy the convexity condition C , but a more strict growth1
w xcondition. Precisely, the result in 8 is the following:
q  .THEOREM 1.2. Let V ; R = R be an open bounded set and let F u g
2 .C R satisfy the following conditions:
 .  Y . 4C meas u : F u s 0 s 0;3
 .  .  < < sq1. X .  < < s. < <C F u s o u , F u s o u as u ª ` for some s G 0.4
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 «  .4 2 sq1. .Furthermore, suppose that u x, t is uniformly bounded in L V
and
­ ­
« «I u x , t q F u x , t , .  . .  .n n­ t ­ x
and
­ ­
« «F u x , t q C u x , t , 1.6 .  .  . .  .n n­ t ­ x
y1 . lie in a compact set of H V . Then there exists a subsequence still labeledloc
 «  .4.  .by u x, t such that for all 1 F r F 2 s q 1
u« x , t ª u x , t strongly in Lr V . .  .  .
 .  .  .Here I u , F u , C u are defined asn n n
< <u , for u F n ,
I u s .n  < <0, for u G 2n ,
2 < < < < < X <I u g C R , I u F u , I u F 2, .  .  .  .n n n
u u
X X X X
F u s I s F s ds, C u s F s F s ds. .  .  .  .  .  .H Hn n n n
0 0
In this work, to have the strong convergence of the solutions sequence
p  q.from the sequence of uniform L R = R bounded approximate solu-loc
 «  .4  .tions u x, t , the flux function F u is assumed to satisfy the growth
condition
F u .
lim s 0.p< <u< <u ª`
Therefore, according to the above strong convergence results, one cannot
 «  .4deduce whether there exists a subsequence of u x, t for the viscous
Burger's equations
21« « «u q u s « u , x g R, t ) 0, . .t x x2 x 1.7 .
« 2 u x , 0 s u x g L R , x g R, .  .  .0
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 .which strongly converges to an admissible solution u x, t of the non-
viscous Burger's equation
1 2u q u s 0, x g R, t ) 0, . xt 2 1.8 .2 u x , 0 s u x g L R , x g R. .  .  .0
 .  .In this paper, we will consider the system 1.1 and 1.2 . By constructing
 .  .  .the entropy-entropy flux pairs 3.4 , 3.6 of Lax type with h u which" m
are compactly supported, we succeed in reducing the generalized Young
 2 .measures n g Prob R , which determine the weak limit of the sequencex, t
p  q.  «  .4of uniform L R = R bounded approximate solutions u x, t ofloc
 .  .1.1 , 1.2 , to Dirac measures. By applying the theory of compensated
compactness, a strong convergence theorem on the sequence is estab-
lished. In our analysis, no convexity condition and growth conditions at
 .infinity are imposed on the flux function f x, t, u .
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: In Section 2, we give an
alternative proof of the representation of Young measures which enables
us to establish a general compactness framework for the application of
compensated compactness theory. In Section 3, we construct several fami-
lies of entropy-entropy flux of Lax's type. In Section 4, we prove that the
family of Young measures n is indeed a family of Dirac masses using thex, t
compactness framework. In the last section, we apply our compactness
result to some models. We prove the strong convergence of the sequence
p  q.  .  «  .4of uniform L R = R 1 - p - ` bounded viscosity solutions u x, tloc
 .  .for the Cauchy problem 1.1 , 1.2 ; and the existence of global entropy
solutions to a combustion model with L p bounded initial data when theloc
flux function satisfies a general growth rate.
 .Throughout this paper, we will use C u to denote a generic constant
depending only on u .
2. PRELIMINARIES
For the paper to be self-contained, we first give several fundamental
results for later use.
N NFrom now on, R denotes N-dimensional real Euclidean space; R s
N  4 1 q  4  N .R j "` ; R s R; R s a G 0, a g R ; C R is the space of continu-
 N .ous functions; while C R is the space of continuous functions with0
 N .  N .compact support; M R is the dual space of C R .0
n « s .THEOREM 2.1. Let V ; R be measurable, and u x : V ª R be a
sequence of measurable functions. Then there exists a subsequence still
 «  .4.  s.labeled by u x and a family of positi¨ e measures m g M R , dependingx
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 .  .measurably on x g V, such that for any f x, y g C V = R0 s
)
« ` :f x , u x © m , f x , l s f x , l dm , in L V . .  .  .  . . Hx x
sR
w xWe refer the readers to Hormander 4, Theorem 5.2.5 for a proof.
The following is a corollary of Theorem 2.1.
 «  .4 p  n.COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that u x is uniformly bounded in L Rloc
 .   «  .4.1 - p F ` . Then there exists a subsequence still labeled by u x and a
 s. nfamily of positi¨ e measures m g M R , x g R , such that for any boundedx
measurable set A ; Rn
«  : 1f x , u x © m , f x , l s f x , l dm , in L A , .  .  .  . . Hx x
sR
 .  n s.whene¨er f x, y g C R = R satisfies
f x , l .
lim s 0, uniformly for all x g A.p< <l< <l ª`
w xProof. The proof is similar to that of Corollary 2.2 in 7 . To be
self-contained, we give the proof as follows.
 . m .Without loss of generality, let f x, u G 0. We introduce f x, u g
 n s. m . m .  . m .C R = R by defining f x, u s u x, u f x, u , where u x, u g0
 n s.C R = R is given by0
u m x , u s u m x u m u , .  .  .1 2
n
m nu x s m x y r m x y y dy , .  .  . .H1 A i i
nR is1
< <¡1, for u F m ,
m ~ < < < <u u s 1 q m y u , for m - u F m q 1, .2 ¢ < <0, for u ) m q 1,
1, for x g A ,
x x s .A  0, for x f A ,
 .  . ` .  . w xwhere r x is a mollifier; that is, 0 F r x g C R , supp r x ; y1, 1 ,0
 .and H r x dx s 1.R
m .  .It's easy to see that f x, u g C A = B with0 1r m mq1
1
nA s x g R , dist x , A F , .1r m  5m
S < <B s y g R , y F m q 1 . 4mq 1
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 . ` .We claim that for each f x g L A
m « m «lim f f x , u x dx s lim f f x , u x dx .  . .  .H H
mª` mª`A A1r m
s f f x , u« x dx 2.1 .  . .H
A
uniformly in « , where
f x , for x g A , .
f x s .  0, for x f A.
Indeed
m « «f f x , u x y f x , u x dx 4 .  . .  .H
A
m « « mF fu u x f x , u x u x y x x dx .  .  .  . .  .  .H 2 1 A
A
m « «q f u u x y 1 f x , u x dx 4 .  . .  .H 2
A
5 5 ` 5 m 5 ` < « < pF C f u x y x x u s dx .  .  .L  A. L  A.H1 A
A
5 5 ` «q f f x , u x dx . .L  A.H
« <  . < 4xgA , u x Gm
f x , l .p« m
` p `5 5 5 5 5 5F C f u x u x y x x q sup , .  .  .L  A. L  A. L  A. p1 A < < 5l< <l Gm
xgA
which tends to zero uniformly in « as m ª `.
m .  .On the other hand, since f x, u g C A = B , then by Theo-0 1r m mq1
  «  .4.rem 2.1, there exists a subsequence still labeled by u x and a family
s .of positive measures m g M R such that for each m and any f gx
` .L A1r m
m « m :lim f f x , u x dx s f m , f x , l dx .  . .H H x
«ª0 A A1r m 1r m
 m :s f m , f x , l dx. 2.2 .  .H x
A
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 .  . ` .Using 2.1 and 2.2 , if we can prove for any f g L A
 m :  :lim f m , f x , l dx s f m , f x , l dx , 2.3 .  .  .H Hx x
mª` A A
then by Lebesgue Theorem, Corollary 2.2 follows.
m .In fact, from the definition of f x, u , we have
m :f m , f x , l y f x , l dx .  .H x
A
m m :F f u x y x x m , u l f x , l dx 4 .  .  .  .H 1 A x 2
A
m :q f m , u l y 1 f x , l dx . 2.4 .  .  . .H x 2
A
Since
m m :f u x y x x m , u l f x , l dx 4 .  .  .  .H 1 A x 2
A
m
` `5 5 5 5  :F C f u x y x x m , f x , l dx .  .  .L  A. L  A. H1 A x
A
ª 0, as m ª `, 2.5 .
and from the monotone convergence theorem
m :lim f m , u l y 1 f x , l dx s 0. 2.6 .  .  . .H x 2
mª` A
 .  .  .  .From 2.4 , 2.5 , and 2.6 , we can easily deduce that 2.3 holds. This
completes the proof of Corollary 2.2. Q.E.D.
Now we state the following compactness result without a proof for
w xbrevity of the paper. The interested readers can refer to 3, 7, 11, 13 .
 «  .4 p  n.  .THEOREM 2.3. Let u x be uniformly bounded in L R 1 - p F ` .loc
If the corresponding generalized Young measures m are Dirac masses, i.e.,x
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  «  .4.m s d , then there exists a subsequence still labeled by u x such thatx u x .
u« x ª u x , strongly in Lr Rn .  .  .loc
for all r satisfying 1 F r F p.
3. ESTIMATES OF ENTROPY-ENTROPY FLUX
In this section, we study the entropy-entropy flux pairs for the system
 .1.1 . We will construct the entropy-entropy flux pairs of Lax type with
compact support, and then derive some estimates for these pairs which will
be used later.
  .  ..A pair of real-valued functions h u , q x, t, u is called an entropy-
 .  .entropy flux pair of 1.1 , if for all smooth solutions of 1.1 , we have
­ ­
Xq x , t , u s f x , t , u h u . 3.1 .  .  .  .
­ u ­ u
In the following discussion, we will use the C 2 entropy-entropy flux pair
  .  ..  .h u , q x, t, u with h u of compact support. These entropy-entropy flux
pairs are shown to satisfy the following property. For convenience, we
introduce some notations first.
 .  q .DEFINITION 3.1. f x, t, u g B R = R = R if for every U ) 0, therek
 .exists C U independent of x, t, such that
j­
< <f x , t , u F C U , u F U, 0 F j F i . .  .j­ u
 . 1, 1, 2 q .  qPROPOSITION 3.2. Let f x, t, u g C R = R = R l B R = R =2
.  . 2R . Suppose h u is any C function of compact support. Then there exists an
  .  ..  .entropy-entropy flux h u , q x, t, u such that q x, t, u satisfies
q x , t , u g C1, 1, 2 R = Rq= R l B R = Rq= R . .  .  .0
 . 2 .  . 1, 1, 2 q .Proof. Since h u g C R and f x, t, u g C R = R = R , then0
 . 1, 1, 2 q .q x, t, u g C R = R = R follows immediately. We now prove there
 .  q .  .  .exists q x, t, u g B R = R = R corresponding to h u . Let supp h u0
w x  .; yN, N . Then integrating 3.1 gives
u 2­ ­ f x , t , s .
q x , t , u s q x , t , yN q f x , t , u h u y h s ds. .  .  .  .  .H 2­ u ­ syN
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 .By choosing q x, t, yN s Q , where Q is dependent of x, t, we have0 0
Q , u - yN ,¡ 0
2u­ ­ f x , t , s .
Q q f x , t , u h u q h s ds, .  .  .H0 2­ u ­ syN~q x , t , u s .
< <u F N ,
2­ f x , t , s .N
Q y h s ds, u ) N. .H¢ 0 2­ syN
 .  q .Hence q x, t, u g B R = R = R . Q.E.D.0
 .In the rest of the section, we will estimate the entropy flux q x, t, u in
detail. Let
E s h , q : h u g C 2 R , .  .  . 0
q x , t , u g C1, 1, 2 R = Rq= R l B R = Rq= R , .  .  . 40
and
EX s h , q : h u g C 2 R l B R , .  .  .  . 0
q x , t , u g C1, 1, 2 R = Rq= R l B R = Rq= R . .  .  . 40
  .We now construct the following entropy-entropy flux pairs h u ," m
 ..   .  ..q x, t, u of Lax type with h u , q x, t, u g E, for m g N. Let" m " m " m
h u s e" Am.uf u , .  ." m m
 . 2 .  . w x 5  .5 `where f u g C R with supp f u ; ym, m , f u F C , andLm 0 m m 0
22­ f x , t , u .
A m s max m , max . . 2 5 /­ u< <u Fm
By Proposition 3.2, we can find the corresponding entropy flux q x," m
.  .t, u with respect to h u , i.e.," m
¡ yC , u - ym ," m
­ f x , t , u .
" Am.ue f u q F x , t , u , .  .m " m~  /q x , t , u s . ­ u" m
< <u F m ,
q¢C x , t , u ) m , ." m
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y q  . 1where the C are constants and C x, t are C bounded functions of" m " m
 .  .  .x, t . Using 3.1 we have the following ordinary equation for F x, t, u ," m
­ F x , t , u ­ 2 f x , t , u .  ." m
" A m F x , t , u q f s 0, .  ." m m 2­ u ­ u
< <for u - m.
Especially, we can choose
u 2­ f x , t , s .yA m.u Am. sF x , t , u s ye f s e ds, .  .Hm m 2­ sym
m 2­ f x , t , s .
Am.u yAm. sF x , t , u s e fm s e ds. .  .Hym 2­ su
Thus we have
C0
< < < <F x , t , u F , for all u - m. 3.2 .  ." m ’A m .
 .The above entropy-entropy pairs h , q will be used to prove the" m " m
p  «  .4strong convergence of the uniform L bounded sequence u x, t in theloc
following section.
4. COMPACTNESS FRAMEWORK
In this section, we will establish a framework for the study of the strong
 «  .4convergence of the approximate solutions u x, t or, equivalently, the
 2 .corresponding family of Young measures n g Prob R to the Cauchyx, t
 .  .problem 1.1 , 1.2 .
THEOREM 4.1. Let V ; R = Rq be any open bounded set, suppose that
 . 1, 1, 2 q .  q .  2  . 2f x, t, u g C R = R = R l B R = R = R , meas ­ f x, t, u r­ u2
4  «  .4s 0 s 0, and u x, t is a sequence of approximate solutions of the Cauchy
 .  . p problem 1.1 , 1.2 which is uniformly bounded with respect to « in L R =loc
q.  .R 1 - p F ` . If we assume further
­ ­
« « y1h u x , t q q x , t , u x , t g H V 4.1 .  .  .  . .  . loc­ t ­ x
  .  .. Xfor all entropy-entropy flux pairs h u , q x, t, u g E j E , then there exists
  «  .4.a subsequence still labeled by u x, t such that
u« x , t ª u x , t , strongly in Lr R = Rq as « ª 0, .  .  .loc
where 1 F r F p.
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 .  .Furthermore, if the functions f x, t, u and g x, t, u satisfy the growth
conditions
­ f x , t , u . py1< <F C 1 q u , .
­ u
­ g x , t , u . py1 q< <F C 1 q u , x , t g R = R , . .
­ u
 .  .where C is a constant independent of x, t, u , then the limit function u x, t is
 .  .a global weak solution for the Cauchy problem 1.1 , 1.2 ; that is,
uf q f x , t , u f q g x , t , u f dx dt q u x f x , 0 dx s 0 .  .  .  . .HH Ht x 0
t)0 R
 q.for any f g C R = R .0
Proof. From Theorem 2.3, we only need to show that the Young
measures n , which are uniquely determined by the sequence of approxi-x, t
 «  .4  .  .mate solutions u x, t of 1.1 , 1.2 , are the Dirac masses.
We will prove this by contradiction. Suppose the Young measures nx, t
are not Dirac masses. Then we first show that
 4  4supp n s y`, ` or supp n s y`, u , ` . 4.2 .x , t x , t 0
 .for some u g y`, ` . To do this, we discuss the following four cases.0
 .  q4a there exists a sequence u such thatN
lim uq s `, and n N uq / 0, . .N x , t N
Nª`
 .where N u is a neighborhood containing u .
 .  q4 q   q..b for any sequence u with lim u s `, n N u s 0.N N ª` N x, t N
 . qDenote the smallest u such that n s ) u s 0 by u ;x, t
 .  y4c there exists a sequence u such thatN
lim uy s y`, and n N uy / 0; . .N x , t N
Nª`
 .  y4 y   y..c for any sequence u with lim u s y`, but n N u sN N ª` N x, t N
 . y0, denote the largest u such that n s - u s 0 by u .x, t
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In fact, for n , one of the following cases holds:x, t
 .  .Case 1. Cases a , c hold.
 .  .Case 2. Cases a , d hold.
 .  .Case 3. Cases b , c hold.
 .  .Case 4. Cases b , d hold.
Let Q denote the smallest characteristic rectangle
 q q4Q s u : u F u F u
which contains the support of n , where uy and uq may be y` or `.x, t
w xIn Case 1, as in 3 , we introduce the probability measures m on Q" m
defined by
 :n , hhx , t " m :m , h s ," m  :n , hx , t " m
 .  q .where h s h x, t, u denotes an arbitrary function in C R = R = R l
 q .  .B R = R = R , and h , q is the entropy-entropy flux defined in0 " m " m
Section 3.
As a consequence of weak ) compactness, there exists probability
measures d " on R such that
 " :  :d , h s lim m , h , 4.3 ." m
mª`
w xby selecting an appropriate subsequence. As in 3 , we can deduce that the
measures dq and dy are concentrated at ` and y` respectively, i.e.,
q  4 y  4suppd s ` and supp d s y` .
By the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, we have by applying the
Tartar]Murat Lemma,
 :n , h l q x , t , l y h l q x , t , l .  .  .  .x , t 1 2 2 1
 : :  : :s n , h l n , q x , t , l y n , h l n , q x , t , l , .  .  .  .x , t 1 x , t 2 x ,t 2 x , t 1
4.4 .
  .  .. Xfor any entropy-entropy flux pairs h u , q x, t, u g E j E , i s 1, 2.i i
Thus we have for sufficiently large m
 :  :n q n , qh y q hx , t " m x , t " m " m :  :n , q y n , h s , 4.5 .x , t x , t  :  :n , h n , hx , t " m x , t " m
 . Xwhenever h, q g E j E .
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 . w xLet supp h u ; yN, N . Then for sufficiently large m
 :  :  : <n , qh y q h n , qh n , q h .x , t " m " m x , t " m x , t " m < u < F Ns y :  :  :n , h n , h n , hx , t " m x , t " m x , t " m
 :  :n , qh n , f hhx , t " m x , t u " ms y :  :n , h n , hx , t " m x , t " m
 :n , hF hx , t " m " my . 4.6 . :n , hx , t " m
 .From 3.9 , we have
 :n , hF h Cx , t " m " m F , 4.7 . :n , h ’A m .x , t " m
where C is a positive constant independent of m.
 .  .  .Thus from 4.3 , 4.6 , 4.7 , we have
 :n , qh y q hx , t " m " m " :lim s d , q y f h . 4.8 .u :n , hmª` x , t " m
 .  .Equations 4.5 and 4.8 show that the following limit exists
 :n , qx , t " m
lim . :n , hmª` x , t " m
Let
 :n , qx , t " m"l s lim . 4.9 . :n , hmª` x , t " m
 .Then letting m ª ` in 4.5 , we have
 " :  : " :d , q y f h s n , q y l n , h . 4.10 .u x , t x , t
Next, we claim that
lqs ly. 4.11 .
 .Indeed, we have from 4.4
 :  :  :n , q n , q n , q h y q hx , t m x , t ym x , t m ym ym my s . 4.12 . : :  : :n , h n , h n , h n , hx , t m x , t ym x , t m x , t ym
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It follows for sufficiently large m with m ) uq , uy - ym for some N.N N
Then
 :  : < q Am.uqNn , h G n , h G C euG ux , t m x , t m 4N
and
 :  : < y yA m.uyNn , h G n , h G C e .uF ux , t ym x , t ym 5N
 .Hence, for large m the denominator on the right hand side of 4.12
 .’approaches infinity. The numerator is in general O 1r A m . Thus the .
right hand side approaches zero while the left approaches lqy ly. This
 .proves the assertion 4.11 .
 .  .Equations 4.10 and 4.11 show that
 q :  y :d , q y f h s d , q y f h ; 4.13 .u u
that is,
­ f x , t , ` ­ f x , t , y` .  .
q x , t , ` y h ` s q x , t , y` y h y` .  .  .  .
­ u ­ u
4.14 .
  .  .. Xfor any entropy-entropy flux pair h u , q x, t, u g E j E .
 .  .Integrating 3.1 over y`, q` , we have
­ f x , t , ` .
q x , t , ` s q x , t , y` q h ` .  .  .
­ u
`
2­ f x , t , y` ­ f x , t , s .  .
y h y` y h s ds. 4.15 .  .  .H 2­ u ­ sy`
 .  .Combining 4.14 with 4.15 , we have
`
2­ f x , t , s . qh s ds s 0, x , t g R = R , 4.16 .  .  .H 2­ sy`
2  .for any C compact supported entropy h u .
Let
­ 2 f x , t , u .
S x , t s u g R : ) 0 , .1 2 5­ u
­ 2 f x , t , u .
S x , t s u g R : - 0 , .2 2 5­ u
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and
­ 2 f x , t , u .
S x , t s u g R : s 0 . .3 2 5­ u
 . q  .  .Then, for every x, t g R = R , S x, t and S x, t are an open subset1 2
of R. Thus there exist two sequences of non-overlapping open intervals
 1  . 1  ..4  2  . 2  ..4a x, t , a x, t and a x, t , a x, t , at most countable, suchi i q1 i i q1k k k k
that
S x , t s a1 x , t , a1 x , t , .  .  .D  .1 i i q1k k
k
S x , t s a2 x , t , a2 x , t .  .  .D  .2 i i q1k k
k
and
aa x , t , aa x , t F a b x , t , a b x , t s B, .  .  .  . .  .i i q1 i i q1k k l l
 4  .  .for all a , b g 1, 2 , k, l with a , k / b , l . Thus




n nR ; a x , t , a x , t .  .D D i i q1 /k k
ns1 k
 . qfor every x, t g R = R .
 .  .Choosing h u of the following form in 4.16
1, for u g I ,¡ 0~h u s . 1 1¢0, for u f a x , t , a x , t , .  . /i i q1k k0 0
0 F h u g C 2 R , .  .
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1 11 1 1 1   .  ..   .  ...where I s 3a x, t q a x, t , a x, t q 3a x, t , we0 i i q1 i i q14 4k k k k0 0 0 0
have
`
2 2­ f x , t , s ­ f x , t , s .  .
0 s h s ds G ds ) 0. .H H2 2­ s ­ sy` I0
This contradiction shows that Case 1 is impossible.
For Case 2, we can prove that the measures dq and dy are concen-
trated at ` and uy, respectively, i.e., dqs d and dys d y. Similar to Case` u
1, we deduce uys `. Thus
 4supp n s y`, ` . 4.17 .x , t
Case 3 is similar to Case 2.
For Case 4, we can prove uys uy similar to Case 2. Thus
 4supp n s y`, u , ` 4.18 .x , t 0
 .for some u g y`, ` .0
 .  .  .From 4.17 and 4.18 , there exist a i s 1, 2, 3 with a G 0, a G 0, ai 1 2 3
G 0,3 a s 1 such thatis1 i
n s a d q a d q a d . 4.19 .x , t 1 y` 2 u 3 `0
 .  .From 4.4 and 4.19 , we have
a h y` q x , t , y` y h y` q x , t , y` .  .  .  . .1 1 2 2 1
q a h u q x , t , u y h u q x , t , u .  .  .  . .2 1 0 2 0 2 0 1 0
q a h ` q x , t , ` y h ` q x , t , ` .  .  .  . .3 1 2 2 1
s a h y` q a h u q a h ` .  .  . .1 1 2 1 0 3 1
= a q x , t , y` q a q x , t , u q a q x , t , ` .  .  . .1 2 2 2 0 3 2
y a h y` q a h u q a h ` .  .  . .1 2 2 2 0 3 2
= a q x , t , y` q a q x , t , u q a q x , t , ` 4.20 .  .  .  . .1 1 2 1 0 3 1
  .  .. Xfor any entropy-entropy flux pairs h u , q x, t, u g E j E , i s 1, 2.i i
Let
0, for u F u ,0
h u s .1  1, for u ) u q 1,0
0, for u - u y 1,0
h u s .2  1, for u G u ,0
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a , for u F u ,¡ 1 0
u ­
a q f x , t , u h u du, for u - u F u q 1, .  .H1 u 1 0 0~ ­ uuq x , t , u s . 01
­u q10
a q f x , t , u h u du, for u ) u q 1, .  .H1 u 1 0¢ ­ uu0
a , for u F u y 1,¡ 2 0
u ­
a q f x , t , u h u du, for u y 1 - u F u , .  .H2 u 2 0 0~ ­ uu y1q x , t , u s . 02
u ­0
a q f x , t , u h u du, for u ) u , .  .H2 u 2 0¢ ­ uu y10
  .  .. Xwith h u , q x, t, u g E , where the a are arbitrary constants. Theni i i
 .4.20 deduces
u ­0
ya a q a a y a q f x , t , u h u du .  .H2 1 3 2 1 u 2 ­ uu y10
­u q10y f x , t , u h u du .  .H u 1 /­ uu0
u ­0
s a a a q a a q a a q a q a f x , t , u h u du .  .  .H3 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 u 2 /­ uu y10
y a q a a a q a a q a a .2 3 1 1 2 1 3 1
­u q10qa f x , t , u h u du . .  .H3 u 1 /­ uu0
Let a s a s 0. We have1 2
u ­ ­u q10 0a f x , t , u h u du y f x , t , u h u du .  .  .  .H H3 u 2 u 1 /­ u ­ uu y1 u0 0
u ­0
s a a q a f x , t , u h u du .  .  .H3 2 3 u 2 ­ uu y10
­u q10y f x , t , u h u du , .  .H u 1 /­ uu0
 .i.e., a s a q a a , which implies a s 0, or a s 0.3 2 3 3 1 3
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 .By 4.20 , it is easy to show that the measures n are indeed Diracx, t
masses.
From Theorem 2.3, the proof of the first half of Theorem 4.1 is
completed.
Under the growth conditions, it is standard to show that the limit
 .  .function u x, t is a global weak solution for the Cauchy problem 1.1 and
 .1.2 . This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D.
5. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we apply our compactness framework to some equations
such as the scalar conservation laws and a combustion model.
5.1. The Scalar Conser¨ ation Laws
In this subsection, we use our compactness framework to prove the
global existence of a generalized admissible solution to the following scalar
conservation laws
u q f u s 0, x , t g R = Rq, 5.1 .  .  .xt
with initial data
u x , 0 s u x g L p l L2 R , x g R, 2 F p F `. 5.2 .  .  .  .0
Our results can be stated as follows:
 . 2 .  Y . 4  .THEOREM 5.1. Let f u g C R , meas u : f u s 0 s 0, and let f u
satisfy the growth condition
< X < < < py1f u F C 1 q u . 5.3 .  . .
 .  .  .Then the Cauchy problem 5.1 , 5.2 admits a global weak solution u x, t .
Proof. We first consider the Cauchy problem for the related parabolic
 .  .system of 5.1 , 5.2
u« q f u« s « u« , x , t g R = Rq, 5.4 .  .  .xt x x
with initial data
1 x y y
« «u x , 0 s u x s u y r dy , x g R. 5.5 .  .  .  .H0 0  /« «R
 .  . ` .  . w xHere r x is a mollifier; that is, 0 F r x g C R , supp r x ; y1, 1 ,0
 .and H r x dx s 1.R
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From the classical Young inequality
1 1 1 1 1
X5 5 5 5 5 5f F g h , s q , q s 1 p , r G 1 , .q p r X X Xr p q p p
where





` p r5 5 5 5 5 5u x , 0 F u r F C « , r s . 5.6 .  .  .L L L0« p y 1
 .  .From 5.4 , 5.6 , it is easy to prove that, for any fixed « ) 0, there exists a
«  .  .  .unique global smooth solution u x, t of the Cauchy problem 5.4 , 5.5
for t ) 0.
To prove Theorem 5.1, by using our compactness framework, we only
need to show that the following two assertions hold:
i u« x , t g L p R = Rq , 5.7 .  .  .  .b
 . q 2ii For every bounded open set V ; R = R and every C
  .  ..  .entropy-entropy flux pair h u , q u with h u of compact support,
h u« q q u« g Hy1 V . 5.8 .  .  .  .t x loc
 .  .Assertion 5.7 can be obtained easily. To prove 5.8 , according to the well
 w x.known Murat's Lemma see, for example, 3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13 , we only need
to verify
2«« u dx dt F C. 5.9 . .HH x
V
 .This kind of estimate can be obtained by standard method when u x g0
2 .L R . This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. Q.E.D.
5.2. A Hyperbolic Model of Combustion
In this subsection, we consider the following hyperbolic model of com-
 w x.bustion see 8, 9, 24 ,
u q qz q f u s 0, .  .t x
5.10 . z q kf u z s 0, .t
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with initial data,
u x , 0 , z x , 0 s u x , z x g L p l L2 R = Rq , .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0
2 F p - `, x g R. 5.11 .
 .Here z x, t denotes the density of unburned fraction in fluid, k is the rate
of chemical reaction, q is the binding energy, both of them are positive
 .  .constants, f u is smooth on R, and f u is defined as
1, u ) 0,
f u s 5.12 .  . 0, u - 0.
 w x.This model was first studied by Majda see 9 and has been widely
w x  .  .investigated, cf. 8, 14 . For the Cauchy problem 5.10 , 5.11 , we first give
the following definition of global weak solution:
  .  .. p q.DEFINITION 5.2. A pair of functions u x, t , z x, t g L R = R =
q q.  .L R = R 1 F p - `, 1 F q - ` is called a weak solution of the Cauchy
 .  .   .  .. p . q .problem 5.10 , 5.11 with initial data u x , z x g L R = L R if0 0
the following equalities
u q qz f q f u f dx dt q u x q qz x f x , 0 dx s 0, 4 .  .  .  .  . .HH Ht x 0 0
tG0 R
zf dx dt y kf u zf dx dt q z x f x , 0 dx s 0 5.13 .  .  .  .HH HH Ht 0
tG0 G R
 . 1 q. qhold for any f x, t g C R = R , where G s R = R y S ; S s0 0 0
 .  . 4x, t : u x, t s 0 .
We are going to prove the following theorem.
 . 2 .  Y . 4  .THEOREM 5.3. Let f u g C R , meas u : f u s 0 s 0, and f u
 .  .  .satisfy the growth condition 5.3 . The the Cauchy problem 5.10 , 5.11
  .  ..  .admits a global weak solution u x, t , z x, t defined by 5.13 .
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.3 is equivalent to proving the conver-
 «  . «  .4gence of the sequence of solutions u x, t , z x, t of the Cauchy
problem
u« q f u« y kqf « u« z « s « u« , .  .xt x x 5.14 .« « « « z s ykf u z , .t
with initial data
u« x , 0 , z « x , 0 s u« x , z « x , 5.15 .  .  .  .  . .  .0 0
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«  .  .  .  . . «  . where f u s 1r« H f ¨ r u y ¨ r« d¨ , u x s 1rR 0
.  .  . . «  .  .  .  . .« H u y r x y y r« dy, z x s 1r« H z y r x y y r« dy, andR 0 0 R 0
  .  ..  .show the limit function u x, t , z x, t satisfies 5.13 . For this purpose, as
w x  «  .4observed in 8 , we only need to prove the strong convergence of u x, t
as « ª 0. Using our compactness framework, it is equivalent to verify
i u« x , t g L p R , 5.16 .  .  .  .b
 . q 2ii For each bounded open set V ; R = R and any C entropy-
  .  ..  .entropy flux pair h u , q u with h u of compact support
h u« q q u« g Hy1 V . 5.17 .  .  .  .t x loc
 .By Murat's Lemma again, ii can be rewritten equivalently as
2«« u dx dt F C. 5.18 . .HH x
V
 .  .Now we turn to prove 5.16 and 5.18 .
 .  . p 2 .Using the second equations in 5.14 and z x g L l L R , we have0
t
« « « «z x , t s z x exp y kf u t , x dt , .  .  . .H0  /0
thus
5 « 5 p 5 5 pz x , t F z x , .  .L R. L R.0
5.19 .« 2 25 5 5 5z x , t F z x . .  .L R. L R.0
 .  . w xBy 5.19 , it is straightforward to prove 5.16 , cf. 8 .
 .  . « w xTo prove 5.18 , multiplying 5.14 by u and integrating over 0, t = R,1
we have
t 221 « «< <u dx q « u dx dt .H HH x2
R 0 R
t21 « « « « «< <s u dx q kq f u u z dx dt .H HH02
R 0 R
t t2 2 21 « «< < < < < <F u dx q kg u dx dt q z dx dt . 5.20 .H HH HH02  5
R 0 R 0 R
Thus Gronwall's inequality gives
t 2« 2 2< < 5 5 5 5« u dx dt F C u , t , k , q , z - `. .HH L R. L R.x 0 0
0 R
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.3. Q.E.D.
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w xRemark. In 8 , to get the global existence result to the Cauchy prob-
 .  .  .lem 5.14 , 5.15 , the flux function f u is assumed to satisfy a more strict
growth condition. Our result obtained above generalizes the previous work
 .  .  .for 5.14 and 5.15 to a more general function f u .
 . «  .  «  . «  ..In fact, since f u and f u are smooth functions and u x , z x g0 0
` 2 .  .  .C R, R , then the Cauchy problem 5.14 , 5.15 admits a unique smoothb
 «  . «  ..  . 4solution u x, t , z x, t on P s x, t : 0 F t F t , x g R , where tt 1 11
5 «  .5 ` 5 «  .5 `depends only on u x and z x . Suppose that the solutionL R. L R.0 0
 «  . «  ..u x, t , z x, t has been extended up to time t s T. To prove T s `,
we only need to prove the following estimates:
 . 5 «  .5 `  5 «  .5 ` 5 «  .5 ` .i u x, t F M T , u x , z x , andL w0, T x=R. L R. L R.0 0
 . 5 «  .5 ` 5 «  .5 `ii z x, t F z x .L w0, T x=R. L R.0
 . «  . «  .  t «  «  .. .Estimate ii follows from z x, t s z x exp yH kf u t , x dt .0 0
 . «  .As to i , since u x, t satisfies
u« q f u« y kqf « u« z « s « u« , .  .xt x x
and
< « « < 5 « 5 ` 5 « 5 `f u F 1, z x , t F z x , .  .  .L R. L R.0
 .estimate i holds due to the standard maximum principle.
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